
content filtering Benefits
When you provide devices to students that they take away from school, those students and devices are protected 
by Senso’s Cloud Filter, with the same protective measures put in place for them, while on and off  your network.

Add Blocked Websites
Choose which websites students can access and create exceptions.









Works On and Off the Network.
Protects students both in and away from the classroom.

Artificial Intelligence.
A.I checks the content of every website a student attempts to visit.

Block Inappropriate Content.
Students are appropriately filtered and blocked from harmful content.

 Fast Performance.
200,000 queries per second, per instance.
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A cloud-based, category-based web content filter that appropriately filters and blocks 

students from harmful or inappropriate content on Chromebooks, Windows and iOS.



Artificial Intelligence
Artificial Intelligence checks the content of every website a student 

attempts to visit and will proactively include any inappropriate 

websites within the filtering libraries.

Blocks Inappropriate Content
When students are using school-owned devices to learn and work 

away from school, they are appropriately filtered and blocked from 

harmful or inappropriate content.

content filtering overview

Malicious Detection
Interrogate threats at URL and IP level to identify malicious activities 

such as spyware, phishing, malware and fraud. We analyse by 

combining static analysis, behavioural analysis, 3rd party industry 

feeds, and human-supervised machine learning.

Add Your Own Blocks
As a teacher, you may choose to block the class from accessing 

social media but leave Facebook un-blocked whilst it is relevant for 

a particular lesson or project.

99% Accuracy
A.I combined with human verification to ensure over 99% accuracy 

for categorising web content into topic-based, objectionable, and 

malicious categories.

Over 99.9% Coverage
Over 99.9% coverage of active web traffic, covering websites that 

have been visited by a global network of 500 million users across 

various sectors.



Our partnership with PSP
With 20+ years of experience working in senior leadership roles in education, our technology 

professionals will act as your digital lead. We’ll ensure your technology delivers value for money and 
complies with the latest guidance from the DfE.

As a Senso partner, we can provide quick and easy installation of Senso software and deploy the tool across all your 
school devices. The service we offer is customisable based on your school size, integrations, licensing, and features, and 

more.

When you purchase your Senso solutions through PSP, you benefit from fully supported implementation and 
deployment, on-demand customer support, along with advice from our technical consultants. 

£2.45 / device ann.

Class 
Cloud

£2.45 / device ann.

Network
Cloud

£3.45 / device ann.

Safeguard
Cloud

£5.45 / device ann.

Enterprise
Cloud

£0.95  user / year

Microsoft
Teams

£1.95  device / year
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See Senso software in action
Get in touch with one of our technology professionals and see how Senso’s filtering and monitoring 

software can help your school.

Get in touch for more 
information
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